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Broadcast Credits 
 

 
McDonalds: The 300 Billion Dollar Burger Company Elephant House    Channel 5  
75 min Documentary, Reversioning Editor 
Documentary telling the story of how the original McDonald brothers Richard and Maurice set up a drive-in 
hamburger restaurant near Pasadena, California in 1940. Extended & updated with new material from 60 min to 75. 
 
Wild Great Britain  Plimsoll Productions  Channel 5   
60 min  Factual  
This series celebrates the stunning wildlife living on our doorstep. We reveal the hidden lives of both the familiar 
and the unfamiliar animals that share our island home. CITIES: A fascinating look into the lives of the wild creatures 
that inhabit our British cities. 
 
Coast  BBC BBC2  
2 x 60 min Factual 
Neil Oliver and Tessa Dunlop take a fascinating journey around the coast of the United Kingdom. Uncovering stories 
that have made us the island nation we are today.  
Series Producer: Sian Price 
 
Impossible Engineering  Twofour Broadcast Discovery  
60 min Factual 
Behind every seemingly impossible marvel of modern engineering is a cast of historic trail blazers who designed 
new building techniques, took risks on untested materials and revolutionised their field. Impossible Engineering is a 
tribute to their achievements.  
Series Producer: Gill Hennessey 
  
India: Nature’s Wonderland  Natural History Unit    BBC2  
60 min Factual 
Wildlife expert Liz Bonnin, actor Freida Pinto and mountaineer Jon Gupta reveal the hidden wonders of India's 
surprising natural world. This is a land where the tea comes with added elephants, gibbons sing to greet the 
morning, tigers dance and lions roam.  
Series Producer: Ben Southwell. 
  
Timeshift    BBC BBC4  
60 min Factual 
Documentary series that ranges widely over Britain's social and cultural history. 
Dining Out: A look into how immigrants and their cuisine have democratised dining out in Britain for over 100 years. 
Series Producer: William Naylor 
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Castles: Britain’s Fortified History  BBC4 BBC4  
60 min Factual 
Dr. Sam Willis looks at how the arrival of the Norman Castle shaped the history of Britain.  
Series Producer: Ben Southwell. 
  
River Cottage: Winter's On The Way  Keo Films   Channel 4 
60 min Entertainment  
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall returns to River Cottage HQ to explore and celebrate the best food that winter has to offer.  
Series Producer: Stephen Leigh 
 
River Cottage: Heroes  Keo Films Channel 4 
60 min Entertainment 
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall returns to River Cottage HQ to explore and celebrate the To celebrate a bumper year at 
River Cottage, Hugh has some of his food heroes round for a fabulous four-course dinner including rare 
mushrooms, ten bird spit roast and the ultimate sponge and crumble.   
Series Producer: Stephen Leigh 
  
Cowboy Builders  Ricochet  Channel 5  
2 x 60 min Entertainment 
Up and down the country, cowboy builders are causing devastation and dismay. These reckless workmen are 
always bad news, leaving behind them piles of rubble, financial angst, and heartache. Standing up for aggrieved 
consumers everywhere are Dominic Littlewood and Gabrielle Blackman.  
Series Producer: Claire Cadman 
 
World’s Scariest Animals  Mentorn   Channel 5  
60 min Entertainment  Discovery  
Featuring some of the most terrifying animal encounters ever captured on camera, with unprecedented access to 
the heart of the action and astonishing witness testimony.  
Series Producer: Amy Walker 
  
Chopping Block  TwoFour  ITV  
60 min Entertainment  
Rosemary Shrager and John Whaite are running a one week residential cookery school. 
Each day the best couple will win a prize, but only the most improved will walk away with £1000 at the end of the 
week.  
Series producer: Maria Knowles 
 
What Happened Next?    TwoFour  Discovery 
60 min Factual 
With astounding footage, amazing science, ambitious stunts and clever questions, this series delivers a non-stop 
succession of facts, each more brilliant than the last. 
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My Tasty Travels  TwoFour  TV 1  
3 x 60 min Entertainment  
The show will see the actress Lynda Bellingham travel across the UK over the summer sampling some of the 
country’s best ingredients and taking part in a variety of village fairs and fetes. Series Producer: Caroline Blackadder. 
 
That Hidden Camera Family  Gallowgate  ITV  
2 x 60 min Entertainment 
A hidden camera sketch series. Fool Britannia sees Dom Joly surprising unexpected members of the public with 
pranks. 
 
Britain's Empty Homes, Reversions  Ricochet  BBC 1 
30 min Entertainment  
Presenter Jules Hudson reveals the great potential vacant places for sale can offer buyers in terms of budget and 
lifestyle, while the work of the nation’s Empty Property Officers explores what’s being done to get the thousands of 
houses that lie abandoned and neglected across the country back into use. Reversions. 
  
1966  History Television InternationalBBC 1  
90 min Factual 
Documentary about the year 1966 in England. Created using BBC film archive. 
 
Anton in Africa  GTV  GTV  
60 min Entertainment 
Documentary following Anton Ferdinand around Tanzania as he visits a football academy that his brother Rio 
Ferdinand had set up the previous year. 
  
Taste       Prospect Pictures  Sky 1  
12 x 60 min Entertainment 
Daytime cookery show with Beverly Turner.  Edited presenter-led VT inserts for these 1 hour long episodes. 
 
Channel 4 News: BOB Lambert Feature  ITN Channel 4 
1 min Factual 
Sexual relationships, fathering a child, using dead children's identities and a false name in court - in a wide-ranging, 
exclusive interview Bob Lambert talks about his years as an undercover officer 
 
2010 World Cup   Sunset and Vine Productions  
Entertainment, VT Editor  
Edited pre-match features on location in South Africa 
 
2010 World Cup Build Up Show   CNN CNN   
2 x 60 min Entertainment  
Pre-match build-up for games at 2010 World Cup 
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